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The Teachers of the Daynal Order work indivisibly with the
Melchizedeks to administer the curriculum of Paradise, the
lessons of divine love. The Teacher Sons supply the universal
Paradise pattern for application by the Melchizedeks to any
local sphere. Otherwise, the Teacher Sons’ activities range from
Paradise to the outermost boundaries of the Grand Universe
representing the different personalities of the Paradise Trinity.

As our Magisterial Son and his staff become known around
the world, there will be a tendency for many to surrender to
what would be called a spectacle due to the planetary deficit
of encounters with terrestrial representatives of our Universe
government. The Teacher Sons, being invisible in the course
of this incarnation as always, will serve to ‘re-mind’ those who
become preoccupied with the sight of a Paradise Son walking
upon this world in a human form. The Daynal Institute shares
in this task of ‘re-minding’ any who become distracted by the
spectacle of one such as our Magisterial Son and his team
of Melchizedeks accompanying him. We are here to remind
these of the Father of all who remains unseen and yet whose
indwelling gift of divine presence invites the human mind to let
go of its material hold, its insistence upon ‘seeing’.

Their associate Paradise Sons of the Michael and Avonal orders
have their own unique roles. Those of the Michael order have
the role of Creators representing our Father to their local
creations, and on this world we are most fortunate in knowing
our Creator as our human friend, Jesus of Nazareth. Those of
the Avonal order represent the Eternal Son and typically will
conduct the adjudications of a planet that occur periodically.
Upon the success of all planetary visitations, the Teacher Sons
of the Daynal Order depend to begin the work leading us
in the discovery of the spiritual counterpart of advancing
material knowledge and temporal wisdom.
Normally, the Trinity Teacher Sons will inaugurate a spiritual
age, but our world has suffered anomalies that have us wobbling
rather much as a planet, even so, all look upon this sphere with
great interest. While the work of Teacher Sons in the main must
be deferred until such time as these irregularities are brought
into a state of correction, nonetheless, they gladly work with any
who would receive them knowing that correction is underway.

To explore the spiritual counterpart
of advancing material knowledge
and temporal wisdom

When many have become satiated with this visible reality,
one that is customary upon most worlds, they may turn to the
Teacher Sons assisted by the Daynal Institute and rediscover
the gift that mortals bring to the larger family of our Universe of
Universes, the gift of knowing by faith; a vision not dependent
upon material sight; hearing by means that is not defined by the
mortal ear; touching in a manner not limited by the body, but
extended by our souls to touch all, seen and unseen, with the
depth of our desire to honor our Father, to relish his affection
and the gift of our own to him and to all our siblings who are
gathered now to welcome us home.

“See the Love of God in you, and you will see it everywhere
because it is everywhere…..Wanting this only you will have
this only, and giving this only, you will be only this.” 2

“We who come as elder siblings greet you with deep affection,
with high regard, for we behold our Father laboring in the midst
of the trials of time. We behold the dignity of character covered
by the dust that has been stirred upon this realm waiting to be
shaken loose to show forth the shimmer of spirit with which
you are embedded whereby our Father gives himself so freely
to you. And so, let us begin by being confident that where you
are is in a perfect home that is governed and guided by a perfect
love whose discovery is conditioned by your relative exposures
in time. The development of this image of who you are is a
progressive experience throughout the course of ascension.” 4

as we share the inner life with God
allowing the fruit of our union
to blossom as it will.

For more information, contact us
via email at info@daynal.org
or by phone at 423-453-4399
Quotes are from The Urantia Book1, A Course in Miracles2,
Tomas3, an ascendant mortal, and Margul4, Trinity Teacher Son
www.daynal.org

Stillness
The central practice of making ourselves at home
in Paradise where motion is not inherent but volitional.

The Spirit Fragment

Books & Archives

Spiritual Education

“Words can be helpful, particularly for the beginner…
Let us not forget, however, that words are but symbols
of symbols. They are thus twice removed from reality.”2

Genuine education always leads forth treasure from within the
student more than directing the mind to external acquisitions,
and what is deepest within every person is the presence of God.

“There are many who must be reached through words,
being as yet unable to hear in silence.” 2

The divine spark glows so beautifully beneath the focus of our
conscious appraisals, enfolded with rich images, though perhaps
dimly viewed at first that we may embellish with the aid of
imagination; then infused by Its own subtle influence until that
moment the wall of dark silence is breached in tender acceptance
of first exposure; finally embracing each other as friends who
have reached across the distance long studied and dispersed in
the light of love affirmed forever, in this moment.

Books and archives featured by the Daynal Institute to foster
intellectual and spiritual growth are the work of human and
divine personalities acutely conscious of “the paradoxical
necessity of making effective use of thought while at the same
time discounting the spiritual utility of all thinking”.1

The First Source

Nordan Symposia

While we experience the vicissitudes of human love, the Source
of love divine lives and moves amongst us weaving his way
through our patterns of resistance as water among the rocks in a
flowing stream whispering ever so quietly and with a gentleness
often lost beneath the crashing sound of our mounting waves
asking each of us, will you show my love, will you re-present me
to your fellows and give yourself the unspeakable joy of feeling
me living in and through you, each and all; and drop the weight
of your material concerns to rise within and upon the fluid I
am and flow with me? Regardless, until then, I will wrap you in
the cool refreshment of my love and gently stroke your injured
feelings, these striking marks of time etched upon your hard
shells I will smooth, and in time, if you allow, I will wear away the
weight you hold fast, and thenwe will run as one.

Students who have savored revelatory texts recently given to
our world during this time of accelerated change and who
would relish the invitation to probe their source within are
encouraged to join in the close examination of the Urantia
Papers sponsored by the Nordan Symposia. The purpose is to
identify questions without any apparent source for answers so
as to stimulate contact with the Spirit of Truth active in the
minds of all earnest truth seekers and the trusted source of
ongoing personal revelation.

“One can easily sit still an hour with closed eyes and
accomplish nothing, and just as easily give God only an instant,
and in that instant join with him completely.”2

“The unspoken desire deep within you, beyond the reach of your
conscious mind is the consciousness of God dwelling within
you. This desire that you discern in your heart is his desire for
you. You cannot speak, for in this place you can only be silent
and hear the terms of his affection, feel the cascade of his love
poured upon you. You would know this desire best in these
moments of stillness.”3
The task of the Daynal Institute is the spiritual education
of humankind. This work supports many areas of visible
manifestation but is not limited to these.
Seminars
The Seminars are forums provided for the study and discussion
of recently received revelatory texts two of which are well known
and will continue to yield a leavening influence upon the planet.
These two texts are A Course in Miracles and The Urantia Book.
Classes
Complementing the study of these two texts are classrooms of
the Melchizedek Extension Schools where living dialogue with
spiritual teachers of various Ascending and Descending Orders
is conducted through mind circuits indigenous to our universe.
Campuses
The residential learning centers comprising this planet’s first
Magisterial Mission that is unfolding now in various parts of
the world will challenge the deepest traditions of our civilization
rooted as they are in cosmic isolation. The adjustment ensuing
will be profound and will offer rare opportunities for service
as human and divine personalities join hand in hand laboring
together to foster greater cooperation among the world’s people.

“But to some, Melchizedek taught advanced truth, embracing the
conduct and organization of the local universe, while to his brilliant
disciple Nordan the Kenite and his band of earnest students he
taught the truths of the superuniverse and even of Havona.” 1

“Spirituality becomes at once the indicator of one’s nearness to
God and the measure of one’s usefulness to fellow beings.” 1

